
CHECK LIST  

  

  

1. Please provide the following information regarding your main project:  
  

       -name of project and brief description of plans.   
       -date and proposed location of the project.   
       -how many individuals you anticipate serving within your community.   
  

  

2. Do your wear your NWIAA t-shirt to different agriculture events? If yes, where have 
these events been hosted? Has your t-shirt initiated any inquiries about the NWIAA?  
  

  

3. Have you in the past or plan to in the future set up a vendor booth on behalf of NWIAA 
at other partner or community events? If yes, what events did you promote the proud 
pink of NWIAA?   

  

  

4. Have you hosted other fundraisers or charity events? If yes, Estimate how many we're 
in attendance.   

  

5. Briefly describe the different methods you use to promote NWIAA and associated 
outreach activities.   

  

6. Have you found these methods successful? What resources have you used to ensure the 
promotion of NWIAA?  

  

  

7. _____________Four (4) Mandatory Outreach Meetings per year (ONE meeting every 
quarter. i.e., every three months.) The quarterly Outreach Meeting requirements ensure 
that there is plenty of time in between meetings to schedule and plan effectively for 
your community. All other community meetings and projects that you host or attend 
are for your personal community development. However, it will assist your overall 
project – it’s a winwin! Please see example below how you would provide the 
information regarding your Outreach Meetings under NWIAA’s umbrella:   

  

• 1st Quarter, October – December:  ___________________ (Please fill in the blank as 
to the date, time, place and what USDA Agents, Agriculture Colleges (1890 or 
1862 colleges for expertise and assistance) and Community Partners will be 
involved in the outreach meeting, hosting a meeting at a different, adjacent 
county to include a different audience. Be sure to invite your previous 



audiences to keep them informed as to what NWIAA is actively doing on a 
weekly or monthly basis).  

   

• 2nd Quarter, January –March:________________________ (Please fill in the blank as 
to the date, time, place and what USDA Agents, Agriculture Colleges (1890 or 
1862 colleges for expertise and assistance) and Community Partners will be 
involved in the outreach meeting, hosting a meeting at a different, adjacent 
county to include a different audience. Be sure to invite your previous 
audiences to keep them informed as to what NWIAA is actively doing on a 
weekly or monthly basis).   

  

• 3rd Quarter, April - June:_______________________ (Please fill in the blank as to the 
date, time, place and what USDA Agents, Agriculture Colleges (1890 or 1862 
colleges for expertise and assistance) and Community Partners will be 
involved in the outreach meeting, hosting a meeting at a different, adjacent 
county to include a different audience. Be sure to invite your previous 
audiences to keep them informed as to what NWIAA is actively doing on a 
weekly or monthly basis). *Note: Please review the Bylaws,  
Rules/Policies/Procedures, and Chapter Outreach Meeting Guidelines within 
your Chapter Manual to ensure that you are following the requirements as 
set out by the NWIAA Headquarters and are in full compliance as a 
Chairwoman for your Chapter of the NWIAA.   

   



• 4th Quarter, July – September:______________________ (Please fill in the blank as 
to the date, time, place and what USDA Agents, Agriculture Colleges (1890 or 
1862 colleges for expertise and assistance) and Community Partners will be 
involved in the outreach meeting, hosting a meeting at a different, adjacent 
county to include a different audience. Be sure to invite your previous 
audiences to keep them informed as to what NWIAA is actively doing on a 
weekly or monthly basis).   
 
 
 
We are Educators!  If you are not a Community Certified Sharing Educator, 
NWIAA isn’t for you.  Let the next generations handle it, please.    



   



If you cannot do the minimum requirements of four outreach meetings on behalf of NWIAA 
structure.  NWIAA is not the organization for you to be a leader; respect us the way we 
respect and love you; please.   Please just be a member.    



   



Why should you have so much say or request anything, when you do not bring resources to 
the table to make a tangible difference?  Ask yourself really, what have I contributed to 
NWIAA?  How can I make resources and share the 20% to assist in the sustainable 
movement.   



  

*As advised, any activities or events you host in between the quarterly outreach meetings 
in your community as an active project is considered volunteer leadership and community 
development of your personal project that links the community.  This also helps in working 
toward the USDA missions: 100,000 Farmers Initiative, Know Your Farmer Know Your 
Food Initiative, Beginning Farmers and Ranchers Program, Saving Minority Farmers and 
their land.   
  

8. ________ Copies of any and all Partnership Letters. If you cannot obtain a copy of a 
partnership letter, please do not consider that entity a partner. You may send in the name 
and contact information of the individual/organization you are working with as a partner 
entity.   
  

9._________ NWIAA’s Letterhead and Membership Forms may be accessed after completion 
of checklist. We ask if you do not have a proof reader (a college graduate with high level 
reading/writing comprehension to proof read your work), please DO NOT send out 
anything on NWIAA’s letterhead or under its name. We have worked extremely hard to 
build a professional reputation and refuse to not be regarded as sound and professional.   
  

10._______ Procure a Grant writer. List his/her name, credentials, and contact information.   
(Without a Grant Writer, you will not be able to receive resources for your chapter).  
If you cannot assist to bring in funds, please step down out of the leadership 
positions.  We are currently suspending any chapters that have not complied fully 
with this list.  If you desire an extension to show you can assist with resources, please 
submit in writing in 30 days your plan of action with a deadline date you will provide 
assistance.       
  

11.__________ Chairwomen must have basic computer skills to communicate via email or 
have a primary person designated to communicate on her/his behalf.   Do you answer 
emails or your phone only when you are receiving;   
   

  

12._________Copy of the Sponsorship Form distributed throughout your community.   
  

13.________ All banking statements associated with your chapter of the NWIAA.   
  

14.________ All tax filings of any business operations associated with your chapter of the 
NWIAA.   
  

15.________All correspondence as per required by the Chapter Outreach Meeting Guidelines.*   
  



16.________If you have any information or events you would like included in the NWIAA 
newsletter, you must submit your request to Headquarters by the first day of every month 
to be included in the upcoming newsletter.   
  

  

17._________Review Chairwoman Chapter Manual; SIGN & DATE all required docs:  
(Agreement, Pledge, Acknowledgment, and Waiver and return to NWIAA Headquarters.i)   
  

18.__________ Requested Documents are found at the end of the Chapter Manual.   
  

19. __________ Bio and headshot for NWIAA website.   
  

20. _________See attachment:  Notes on the demographics of your Chapter’s County (include 
poverty rates, minority population, particularly focusing on area farmers and 
agricultural employees.)   

  

21. __________ A list of Officers (names/contact info) of your Chapter and/or Chapter’s 
organizational structure.   

  

Upon a showing of full compliance through completion of all items requested on the above 
checklist, you may send in your T-shirt request to NWIAA Headquarters.  We will send you 
NWIAA’s T-shirt vendor.  The chairwoman will be responsible for ordering the T-shirts 
directly from the vendor by email and follow-up telephone call with the vendor and carbon 
NWIAA Headquarter team in on the email.  Therefore, sizes and information is directly on 
point for the effective and efficiency of all.    
  

  


